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Abstract 

This ar(cle reports on Clean Language Interviewing (CLI), a rigorous, recently developed ‘content-

empty’ (non-leading) approach to second-person interviewing in the science of consciousness. Also 

presented is a new systema(c third-person method of valida(on that evaluates the ques(ons and 

other verbal interven(ons by the interviewer to produce an adherence-to-method or ‘cleanness’ 

ra(ng. A review of 19 interviews from five research studies provides a benchmark for interviewers 

seeking to minimise leading ques(ons. The inter-rater reliability analysis demonstrates substan(al 

agreement among raters with an average Intraclass Correla(on Coefficient of 0.72 (95% CI). We 

propose that this method of valida(on is applicable not only to CLI but to second-person interviews 

more generally. 
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1 IntroducBon 

The elicita(on of first-person descrip(ons by second-person methods in the science of consciousness 

has become increasingly sophis(cated. Second-person phenomenological methods that explore 

human consciousness and experience involve a range of ‘interview techniques that solicit both verbal 

and non-verbal informa(on from par(cipants in order to obtain systema(c and detailed subjec(ve 

reports’ (Olivares et al., 2015, p. 1). Varela’s (1996) ideas, for example, were developed into a specific 

version of the Elicita(on Interview (Pe(tmengin & Bitbol, 2009; Vermersch, 1999) now called the 

‘micro-phenomenological interview’ (Bitbol & Pe(tmengin, 2017). Other methods of elici(ng inner 

experiences include the Exposi(onal Interview which uses Descrip(ve Experience Sampling (Hurlburt, 

2011a) and lesser known approaches involving hypnosis (Lifshitz, Cusumano & Raz, 2013) and Neuro-

Linguis(c Programming (Tosey & Mathison, 2009). Gendlin’s (2004) Thinking at the Edge method 

makes an important contribu(on to the discussion about how to obtain first-person data with the 

support of second-person interviews. Furthermore, methods of valida(on and evalua(on of second-

person interviews have been the subject of debate in the Journal of Consciousness Studies (Froese, 

Gould & Seth 2011; Hurlburt, 2011b; Pe(tmengin & Bitbol, 2011).  

This ar(cle aims to extend the range of second-person interview methods by repor(ng on a rigorous, 

recently developed approach called Clean Language Interviewing (CLI). It also aims to add to the 

valida(on debate by presen(ng a new systema(c third-person method that evaluates interviewer 

ques(ons and statements for (a) the ra(o of leading/clean interviewer interven(ons, and (b) 

adherence to interview design and protocols.  

2 Content-empty perspecBves 

A feature of second-person interviews is the specific way of formula(ng ques(ons, variously referred 

to as non-leading (Depraz, Varela & Vermersch, 2003), content-empty (Bitbol & Pe(tmengin, 2017; 

Pe(tmengin, 2006), open-beginninged (Hurlburt & Schwitzgebel, 2007) and clean ques(ons (Tosey, 

Lawley & Mees, 2014). These ques(ons encourage interviewers to minimise assump(ons that could 

influence interviewees’ descrip(ons of their experience; in other words, to ‘cleanse our 

phenomenological palate’ (Hurlburt & Heavey, 2006, p.  86). 

Olivares and colleagues maintain that the first step in phenomenological explora(on is: 

… suspending beliefs or theories about experience, the interviewer raises open ques(ons 

about the interviewee's experiences. These ques(ons lack any categoriza(on or informa(on 

that could bias the experience of the person. Through the method of open ques(ons, the 

interviewer aims for the individual to focus their alen(on on their own experience, reducing 

the number of possible interpreta(ons (epoché). (Olivares et al., 2015, p. 1) 
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Similarly, Pe(tmengin and Bitbol (2009, p. 385) emphasise that the interviewer should ask ques(ons 

‘which guide the interviewee's alen(on towards the various moments and dimensions of his 

experience, which flag them without sugges(ng any content’ and they give examples of content-

empty ques(ons that ‘enable the researcher to obtain a precise descrip(on without ins(lling her own 

presupposi(ons or crea(ng “false memories”’ (Bitbol & Pe(tmengin 2017, p. 734). To do this Hurlburt 

and Heavey (2006) recommend the interviewer ‘bracket’ or set aside his or her presupposi(ons. Or as 

Depraz, Varela and Vermersch (2003, p. 27) state:  

The most important technique we ask our interviewers to bear in mind – precisely what 

makes this type of interview useful in research and in professions – is to ask non-leading 

ques(ons (you can’t whisper the answers under your breath when you’re asking these kinds 

of ques(ons!) so that interviewees can gain access to their own experience, that is, an 

eminently pre-reflec(ve material which is not yet conscious, but can be made conscious. 

Clean Language Interviewing (CLI) is another method that also emphasises the content-empty aspect 

of phenomenological explora(on. It ‘aims to minimize co-construc(on of content’ while at the same 

(me recognizing that ‘accounts are co-constructed through the process of selec(ng and asking 

ques(ons’ (Tosey, 2015, p. 205 emphasis in the original). Content can come from two sources: 

‘Interviewee content’ comprises all the words used by the interviewee; and ‘interviewer content’ 

includes any other words that reference a subject or concept introduced into the conversa(on by the 

interviewer. The remainder are interroga(ve words that determine the form of the ques(on. A leading 

(i.e. non-clean) example from Table 3 will illustrate the dis(nc(ons. The interviewer asks: ‘So when it 

was really produc(ve, how are you deciding how produc(ve it was?’. The words ‘it was really 

produc(ve’ and ‘produc(ve it was’ are accurate reflec(ons of content provided by the interviewee; 

‘you deciding’ is interviewer-introduced content; and ‘So when … how are … how … ?’ provide the 

interroga(ve form of the ques(on. An important point is that ‘clean’ ques(ons are not empty of all 

content, they osen contain interviewee-introduced content as a way of poin(ng to a par(cular aspect 

of the interviewee’s experience. However, they are empty of interviewer-introduced content (except 

for some neutral words directly related to the research context as explained in Sec(on 4.2). 

3 Clean Language Interviewing 

CLI is a systema(c research method that facilitates par(cipants to explore the unique micro-structure 

and micro-dynamics of their experience, as far as possible, from the perspec(ve of the first person. It 

has been described as a form of linguis(c-experien(al phenomenology (Owen, 1996) and has been 

used in a growing number of research topics: How older workers in the Fire & Rescue Service plan for 

re(rement (Pickerden, 2013);  Managers’ work-life balance (Tosey, Lawley & Meese, 2014); The role of 

knowledge in greening flood protec(on (Janssen, et al., 2014); Coachees’ evalua(on of coaching 

(Linder-Pelz & Lawley, 2015); Tacit knowledge acquisi(on by novice teachers (Švec, Nehyba & 

Svojanovský, 2017); Leaders’ mental models of leadership and leadership development (Cairns-Lee, 
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2017); Narra(ves from people diagnosed with demen(a (Calderwood, 2017); Spiritual Leadership and 

self-development within a Sufi spiritual order (Munsoor, 2018); and Midwifery decision-making 

(Sanders, et al., 2018).  

CLI has its roots in the Clean Language psychotherapeu(c approach (Grove & Panzer, 1989) which 

recognises the central role embodied metaphor plays in cogni(on and descrip(ons of experience 

(Lakoff, 2014). Grove noted that Clean Language ques(ons asked within a clinical context had the 

following characteris(cs:  

The first objec(ve is for the therapist to keep the language clean and allow the client's 

language to manifest itself. The second objec(ve is that the clean language used by the 

therapist be a facilitatory language; in the sense that it will ease entry into the matrix of 

experience, and into an altered state that may be helpful for the client to internally access his 

experience … By using Clean Language we uncover the infrastructure of the client's reality … 

By asking clean ques(ons we shape the loca(on and the direc(on of the client's search for the 

answer. In asking a ques(on we do not impose upon the client any value, construct or 

presupposi(on about what he should answer … We ask our ques(ons so that the client can 

understand his perspec(ve internally, in his own matrix. (Grove & Panzer, 1989, pp. 8-10)  

When talking about clean ques(ons we note that the very no(on of cleanness is a metaphor that can 

affect our moral judgment (Tobia, Chapman & S(ch, 2013). Grove (1989) chose the term to emphasise 

his desire to not ‘contaminate’ his client’s experience with his own language and presupposi(ons. In 

the context of interviewing, we define the concept of cleanness as remaining faithful to interviewees’ 

lexicon, preserving their perspec(ve and logic, and leaving them as free as is possible to answer from 

their own constructs. We emphasise that a Clean Language interview is different and not necessarily 

beler than other methods.  

The CLI method can be delimited with a certain degree of reduc(on to three rules (Nehyba & 

Svojanovský, 2017): 

1) The interviewer makes exclusive use of the literal verbal and non-verbal expressions used 

by the respondent during the interview. 

2) The ques(ons asked are designed, as far as possible, to eliminate content assump(ons 

introduced in the words, concepts and logic of the interviewer. 

3) The ques(ons facilitate the subject to elaborate on answers that are relevant to the 

phenomenon under study. 

(We use the terms interviewee, respondent and subject interchangeably.) 
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Theories of social construc(vism point out that it is impossible not to influence in a communica(on 

(Gergen, 1999). Therefore invi(ng answers that are relevant to the phenomenon being studied while 

remaining ‘clean’ presents a poten(al dilemma. Clean ques(ons alempt to straddle this dilemma by 

restric(ng the interviewer to influencing the process rather than the content of the interview. They do 

this by encouraging the subject’s alen(on to stay in his or her field of experience and to describe the 

phenomenon under inves(ga(on from the first-person. Therefore, we categorise this method as a 

second-person interview that supports the interviewee to provide first-person answers. This is 

indicated in Figure 1 where we place CLI on the sub-scale of the second person close to the first-

person perspec(ve. It is debatable whether these perspec(ves can be displayed on a con(nuum, side 

by side, as they may be qualita(vely different, but we use this scheme for simplicity. 

 

Figure 1: Situa(ng a Clean Language Interview in terms of first-, second- and third-person perspec(ve 

(modified from Depraz, Varela & Vermersch, 2003, p. 85) 

3.1 Literal expressions 

CLI uses the interviewee’s precise verbal and non-verbal expressions to facilitate them to ‘self-model’ 

their first-person experience (Lawley & Tompkins, 2000). The almost exclusive use of the subject's 

literal responses may seem mechanical but there is a qualita(ve difference between viewing the 

process of Clean Language from the third-person perspec(ve and experiencing it from the first 

person. If necessary, the apparent strangeness of the ques(oning can be covered in pre-framing the 

interview as a method to facilitate introspec(ve searching, as recommended in Descrip(ve Experience 

Sampling (Hurlburt, 2011a). However, once the interview is underway, the process usually flows 

smoothly because the ques(ons are only about the content supplied by the interviewee who is not 

required to switch alen(on to constructs and metaphors introduced by the interviewer. We can say 

that the interviewee naturally concentrates on the phenomenon and is absorbed by it. This fulfils the 

need to stabilise the interviewee’s alen(on (Pe(tmengin, 2006). Ques(on syntax – the way in which 

a researcher composes a ques(on – can help in this respect. In its most formalised form, the syntax of 

Clean Language consists of three parts: 1) And [interviewee’s words]. 2) And when/as [interviewee’s 

words related to an area of their experience], 3) [clean ques(on related to the specified area]. 

However, depending on the context and the rapport with the respondent, it is not always necessary or 

appropriate to make use of all three parts of the syntax, and some(mes only the clean ques(on is 

used.  
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The repe((on and gradual focusing of alen(on on one aspect of an interviewee’s descrip(on at a 

(me facilitates him or her to alend closely to their experience which is the subject of the study. Take 

for example, the novice teacher who, while being interviewed, says, ‘When my teaching starts to go 

really well I see myself plugged in as all the energy of the pupils flows through me.’ The interviewer 

starts by acknowledging the interviewee’s experience by repea(ng their words precisely. The 

interviewer then invites the interviewee to alend to one part of their descrip(on, such as the 

metaphor ‘plugged in’ and a clean ques(on requests an elabora(on of that part of their experience: 

‘And you see yourself plugged in as all the energy of the pupils flows through you. And when you are 

plugged in, is there anything else about that plugged in?’ The likely result is that the interviewee 

alends more closely to the aspect of their experience they have labelled ‘plugged in’ and is able to 

provide further descrip(on (which they may not have been fully aware of before the ques(on was 

asked). As Lutz and Thompson (2003) note, although subjects are not infallible about their own 

mental lives they can become aware of important but otherwise tacit aspects of their experience. 

Furthermore, conscious experience is not only synchronic, it is also diachronic (Pe(tmengin, 2006). 

The temporal aspect of experience cannot be elicited through a single ques(on, rather it requires 

several clean ques(ons which keep the interviewee alending to the sequen(al nature of a given 

phenomenon.  

The following is a sample of a Clean Language interview (translated from the original Czech) with 

interviewee-generated words italicised to dis(nguish them from interviewer-sourced words: 

Subject: When my teaching starts to go really well I see myself plugged in as all the energy of 

the pupils flows through me. 

Interviewer: And you see yourself plugged in as all the energy of the pupils flows through you. 

And when you are plugged in, is there anything else about that plugged in? 

S: It's like I’m immersed into the current. 

I: And when you’re immersed into the current, what kind of immersed is that? 

S: I do not think about anything except the pupils and interacGng with them, everything 

follows naturally, and obstacles are opportuniGes for teaching. 

I: And you don’t think about anything except the pupils and interacGng with them, and 

immersed into the current, and when you’re immersed into the current, what happens just 

before you are immersed? 

S: I feel I'm opening up to the students. It's like some energy goes from me [touches midline] to 

them and then back from them to me. 

I: And you feel you’re opening up to the students, and it's like some energy from me [looks at 

and gestures to interviewee’s midline] to them, and when energy from me, where does that 

energy come from? 
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S: Hmm... [silence] It starts somewhere inside of me and then it penetrates my whole body 

unGl it bursts out. 

I: And it starts somewhere inside and then it penetrates your whole body unGl it bursts out, 

[pause] and then what happens? 

The interviewee’s descrip(ons are replete with metaphors and similes (e.g. ‘plugged in’, ‘energy of the 

pupils flows through me’, ‘immersed into the current’, ‘obstacles’,  ‘opening up’, ‘penetrates’). They are 

consistent with Kovecses’ analysis (2002) that most metaphors draw on the physiological-material 

domain to describe more abstract or complex aspects of experience – in other words, a common 

func(on of metaphor is reifica(on. In responding, the interviewer accepts the reifica(on and adopts 

the Cogni(ve Linguis(c view that metaphor is indispensable to sense-making and descrip(on, and 

that, to a large degree, a person’s ‘Reality itself is defined by metaphor’ (Lakoff & Johnson, 2003 p. 

272). We do not subscribe to Hulburt’s view that the use of metaphor and simile in cases like this are 

a form of ‘subjunc(fica(on’ and that ‘Subjunc(fica(ons are signs that expressions are not to be taken 

at face value’ (2011, p. 117). The Clean Language interviewer assumes that metaphor and simile are 

used because they ‘provide a way of expressing ideas that would be extremely difficult to convey 

using literal language’ (Gibbs, 1994, p. 124). When the interviewee says, ‘It’s like I’m immersed into the 

current’ she is saying being ‘immersed’ best captures what she wants to describe. The use of 

metaphor is not an intellectual exercise. Embodied metaphors like this not only have psychological 

meaning, they have physiological and neurological correlates as well (Lakoff, 2014). This is why the 

ques(on ‘... what kind of immersed is that?’ makes sense to the interviewee. By invi(ng the 

interviewee to con(nue to alend to the parGcular experience they call ‘immersed’, the interviewer 

provides the opportunity for the interviewee to deepen the introspec(on and become aware of that 

which was previously tacit. 

3.2 What are clean quesBons? 

Clean ques(ons are designed to eliminate, as much as possible, interviewer-generated content 

assump(ons. These ques(ons avoid both the introduc(on of new words or metaphors by the 

interviewer and a leading ques(on structure so as to minimise the poten(al for contamina(on of the 

field of inquiry. It is important to note that every ques(on – including clean ques(ons – assumes 

something. However, two decades of clinical prac(ce led Grove to develop a set of specific clean 

ques(ons. These can be applied to a wide range of contexts since they make use of only three general 

assump(ons about the organisa(on of human experience: (1) that each experience has a personal 

form which enables the subject to dis(nguish that par(cular experience from other experiences; (2) 

that representa(ons of experience are commonly located in a perceptual-mental space (Fauconnier & 

Lakoff, 2014); and (3) that each event is perceived as part of a sequence of events that happen over 

(me. These methods of organising experience appear to be common features of all languages (Pinker, 

2008).  
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Table 1 lists the ‘classically clean’ ques(ons most frequently used in interviews. There is a clear 

rela(onship between the locaGon ques(ons and spa(al aspects of experience; and the same can be 

said of the sequence ques(ons and temporal arrangements. However, all of the other ques(ons listed 

are highly flexible and can be equally used to elicit features of the form, spa(al or sequen(al 

organisa(on of an interviewee’s inner world. While the classically clean ques(ons suffice for the 

majority of situa(ons, some(mes a ‘contextually clean’ ques(on is required to be formulated during 

the interview in order to point alen(on to a specific aspect of the interviewee’s experience or to the 

topic of the research.  

Table 1.  Classically Clean Language Interviewing ques(ons (based on Tosey, Lawley & Mees, 2014).  
      (NOTE: X and Y are the interviewee’s exact words) 

CLI does not allow the interviewer to paraphrase or interpret the interviewee’s words, and this makes 

it easier for interviewers to be sensi(ve to the precise verbal and non-verbal expressions interviewees 

use to describe their experience. It also helps interviewees to fathom the micro-dynamics and micro-

structure of their own experience. Hurlburt (2011a, p. 161) aims to reduce the influence of any 

specific ques(on by asking mul(ple deliberately inconsistent ques(ons ‘e.g., “What is your experience 

at the moment?” “Right then, what were you aware of?” “What if anything presented itself before the 

footlights of consciousness right then?”.’ In contrast, CLI’s eschews the use of such metaphors, 

alemp(ng to achieve a similar aim with a single, simple ‘clean’ ques(on. 

ATTRIBUTES 
• And what kind of X is that X? 

• And is there anything else about X?

LOCATION 
• And where/whereabouts is X?

REFLECTIVITY 
• And how do you know X?

METAPHOR 
• And that’s X like what?

RELATIONSHIP 
• And when X, what happens to Y? 

• And is X the same or different as Y?

SEQUENCE - BEFORE 
• And what happens just before X?

SEQUENCE - AFTER 
• And then what happens? 
• And what happens next?

SOURCE 
• And where does/could X come from?
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In addi(on to the precision paid to words, prac((oners of Clean Language are encouraged to adjust 

their paralanguage; to slow down the speed of delivery, to use sos and curious tonali(es with the aim 

of encouraging introspec(on, and to restrict their gestures to referencing the other person’s iconic or 

referen(al gestures in a way that maintains the person’s internal perspec(ve (Lawley & Tompkins, 

2000). Overall, the CLI approach is another way of ‘making sure the interviewer has no knowledge of 

what the correct details are, or even a knowledge of the range of possibili(es’ (Froese et al., 2011, p. 

58). Minimising knowledge requires the interviewer to separate his or her inner and outer voice 

(Vygotsky, 1986) and not allow that inner voice, which may have a response to the experience of a 

subject, to affect the content of the ques(ons asked. 

The decision about what to alend to in the interview is mo(vated both by a prior agreement 

between researcher and interviewee to examine a par(cular phenomenon, and the interviewee’s 

responses during the interview. It is clear from the construc(on of clean ques(ons that researchers 

also seek to let their ‘I-ness’ fade into the background by not including personal pronouns which 

reference themselves. The difference between the above examples of clean ques(ons and the 

tradi(onal interview format can be illustrated by examining a typical request such as, ‘I would like you 

to tell me about your experience.’ The flow of alen(on in this request can be characterised as: ‘I 

would like’ (to the interviewer) ‘you’ (to the subject) ‘to tell me’ (back to the interviewer) ‘about your 

experience’ (back to the subject). CLI ques(ons avoid this shising of alen(on and referencing of the 

interviewer, instead they leave the alen(on of the subject in his or her perceptual field of experience. 

An interes(ng feature of Clean Language is its ability to reference non-verbal expressions using only 

the interviewee’s non-verbal content, e.g. ‘And what kind of [replicate non-verbal expression] is that?’. 

Although lille research has made use of this feature, its poten(al is evidenced by one study that 

examined the gestures occurring in 96 Clean Language career-coaching sessions (Konat & Juszczyk, 

2015).  The analysis showed that speakers use specific co-speech gestures to shape complex and 

abstract concepts such as (me, visions of the future, career and life goals. Importantly, the systema(c 

nature of CLI supports interviewers to maintain a consistent method when interviewing several 

par(cipants and this is even more apparent with projects that involve mul(ple interviewers. 

In summary, Clean ques(ons are designed to bracket the researcher’s assump(ons, to minimise the 

use of leading ques(ons, and to elicit rich accounts which maximise confidence in the authen(city of 

the data. The systema(c use of the CLI method tends to have a number of effects. It deeply 

acknowledges and affirms the interviewee’s experience and way of describing their subjec(ve reality. 

The lack of content imposi(on, interviewer-presupposi(on, distrac(on and challenge, along with the 

preserva(on of the interviewee’s perspec(ve, facilitates him or her to maintain alen(on on the 

experience, so they can self-model its dynamic structure  and surface tacit knowledge. This can then 

be reported to the interviewer.  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4 ValidaBon of the second-person method 

Zumbo and Chan (2014, pp. 9-10) define valida(on as the process by which ‘we collect and evaluate 

the evidence to support the appropriateness, meaningfulness, and usefulness of the decisions and 

inferences that can be made from instrument scores’. Valida(on in first- and second-person interview 

methods tends to relate to qualita(ve rather than quan(ta(ve concepts. There is a preference for 

valida(on based on the extent to which the respondent reflects, by end-of-interview ques(ons and 

post-interview conversa(ons that ask subjects to what extent their descrip(ons correspond to their 

experience (Bitbol & Pe(tmengin, 2013b; Hurlburt & Heavey, 2006; Olivares et al., 2015). In these 

cases, validity is based on credibility in the authority of one’s own experience which the subject is able 

to assess independently or in collabora(on with a researcher. 

Nonetheless, the perspec(ve of a third person can also play an important role in evalua(ng the 

methods of consciousness research. Systema(c third-person measurements can focus on three 

elements of an interview: the interviewee, the researcher, and the interac(on between the two. The 

‘experiencing scale’ based on the work of Gendlin (Hendricks, 2009) is an example of a third-person 

method focussing on the interviewee, and there are now readily available sociometric devices that 

can be used to record and analyse the interac(on between the communica(ng par(cipants via a 

range of non-verbal behaviours (Pentland & Heibeck, 2010). In terms of interviewees’ answers,  

Hurlburt and Schwitzgebel (2007) describe a number of considera(ons as part of an ‘idiographic 

valida(on’. Bitbol and Pe(tmengin (2013a, p. 29) suggest evalua(ng performa(ve coherence at 

‘several levels of prac(ce: internal coherence in self-assessment and report; interpersonal coherence 

in dialogue; and triangulated coherence in a network connec(ng introspec(ve reports with 

experimental (neurological) prac(ce’. Froese, Gould and Seth (2011) offer an objec(ve ‘double blind’ 

measurement by a third person for micro-phenomenological and Exposi(onal Interviews. Although 

Hurlburt (2011b) and Bitbol and Pe(tmengin (2013b) acknowledge the value of objec(ve 

measurements to evaluate the reliability of descrip(ons, they disapprove of the specific protocol 

suggested by Frosee and his colleagues. Hurlburt gets to the heart of the problem when he states, ‘At 

present, the science of experience has not worked out a method to measure the fidelity of an 

observa(on’ (Hurlburt, 2009, p. 187). 

4.1 Validity of CLI from a third-person perspecBve 

We recognise validity from first and second-person perspec(ves, and we also want to contribute to 

the development of complementary methods of evalua(on from a third-party perspec(ve. Below we 

present a new third-person method of valida(ng second-person interviews by evalua(ng the 

rela(onship between the content provided by the interviewee and the ques(ons asked by the 

interviewer. The method uses a Cleanness Ra(ng (Lawley, 2017; Tosey, et al., 2014) which assesses the 

extent to which the interviewer uses clean rather than leading ques(ons.  
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Although methods for assessing the reliability of answers can be used in conjunc(on with the 

Cleanness Ra(ng, it is important to note that the method does not guarantee the reliability of answers 

since it is a measure of what the interviewer does.  

4.2 Cleanness RaBng 

The Cleanness Ra(ng examines what interviewers aiming to use the CLI method actually do during 

research interviews. It provides a method of analysing interviewer ques(ons and statements to 

determine the extent to which they are free of interviewer-introduced content and leading 

presupposi(on. The ra(ng is based on the premise that the greater the propor(on of clean ques(ons 

(versus leading ques(ons) the less the interviewee’s descrip(ons are likely to be influenced by 

(unintended) interviewer imposi(on, and therefore the more the data gathered is a trustworthy first-

person account. The Cleanness Ra(ng uses four categories (Classically Clean, Contextually Clean, 

Mildly Leading, Strongly Leading) as defined in Table 2. Experts in the method (but not involved in the 

interviews) allocate each ques(on or statement made by the interviewer to one of the four 

categories. This involves assessing whether the source of the words in the ques(on originate with the 

interviewee (clean) or the interviewer (leading). This is one way (though s(ll not totally sufficient) to 

assess whether a ques(on is devoid of the interviewer’s conceptualisa(ons and interpreta(ons. In 

addi(on, the structure and preconcep(ons inherent in each ques(on also need to be reviewed. 

No(cing whispering-an-answer ques(ons requires an understanding of the psycholinguis(c effects of 

metaphor, seman(c framing and presupposi(on. For example, a ques(on with the form, ‘Do you 

[ac(on]?’ will be classified as ‘leading’ since there is growing evidence to support the Embodied 

Cogni(on thesis that comprehension of language makes use of  sensory-motor neuronal networks 

(Scorolli, 2014; Wilson & Foglia, 2017). In other words, to make sense of (and even to negate) the 

ques(on  requires the interviewee to some degree to ‘take on’ the ac(on in their perceptuomotor 

systems, and this may unconsciously influence his or her future answers. The subjec(ve element of 

the method is mi(gated by having two or more raters independently assess each transcript. Ques(ons 

allocated to different categories by the raters are discussed un(l a consensus ra(ng is agreed. The 

tabulated results are used to arrive at a summary assessment for each interview.  

Table 2: Cleanness Ra(ng defini(ons (aser Lawley, 2017). 

Classically Clean: uses only the interviewee’s words and ques(ons drawn from the Clean Language 
ques(on set in Table 1. 

Contextually Clean: introduces only neutral words based on the context of the research or the logic 
inherent in the interviewee’s informa(on.

Mildly Leading: introduces words with the poten(al to lead but with no discernible effect on the 
interviewee’s answers.

Strongly Leading: introduces words, especially metaphors, presupposi(ons, frames or opinions that cast 
doubt on the authorship of interviewee answers.
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The transcript in Table 3 illustrates how the Cleanness Ra(ng can be applied. The interviewee (A) is a 

female coachee who is evalua(ng a recent coaching session. The transcript starts aser the ini(al 

introduc(ons and an agreement about which coaching session will be the subject of the interview. 

Transcript Cleanness RaBng Category and comment

I: So how did that session go? Contextually Clean:  
Conversa(onal opening ques(on with minimal 
presupposi(on.

A: It went really well …  it was a real journey that there 
was a lot of reflecGon on the learnings that had been 
done and that I saw in to some of the paSerns of 
thinking that had been holding me back really clearly 
and I guess I just felt like I dug deeper into my 
understanding of the topic we were coaching to and of 
my own reacGon to that, so in that way it was posiGve 
for me.

I:  Right okay, so it was a journey and you saw into your 
palerns that had been holding you back and you 
delved deeper and the reflec(ons on learning was the 
other one. And is there anything else about the 
session?

Classically Clean:  
Accurately repeats the interviewee’s words 
and ask for more descrip(on using a Clean 
Language ques(on from Table 1. 

A: Let me think, how it went? I guess it had a, one of the 
things that I enjoyed about it was that we got into a 
good rhythm and a good flow in that I oVen find when 
I first get in there, kind of like now, sort of not sure 
what I’m doing and a liSle bit disorientated just 
because of the nature of the experience for me, it is 
disorientaGng um but then we sort of found a point of 
focus and used that to move forward to create some 
specific goals for the session.

I: So by the end of the session did you feel that you’d 
met the goals?

Strongly Leading:  
The ques(on presupposes the interviewee (a) 
‘met’ her goals, (b) that her way of knowing 
was to ‘feel’, and (c) she knew ‘by the end of 
the session’ – none of which may have applied. 
(A cleaner ques(on would have been: And you 
moved forward to create some specific goals, 
and then what happened?)

A:  Yes. It was really producGve and valuable.
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Table 3: Example applica(on of the Cleanness Ra(ng 

5 Method 

We examined five research projects which had used the Cleanness Ra(ng as a valida(on method. 

Three of the projects were published in academic journals and two were doctoral research. The 

research topics included: managers’ work-life balance (Tosey et al., 2014); coachees’ evalua(on of 

coaching (Linder-Pelz & Lawley, 2015); tacit knowledge acquisi(on by novice teachers (Švec et al., 

2017); leaders’ mental models of leadership and leadership development (Cairns-Lee, 2017); and 

curriculum design (Walker, forthcoming). The data consisted of the ra(ngs for 19 interviews 

conducted by six CLI-trained interviewers and is shown in Table 4. 

We noted a varia(on in how raters counted interviewer interven(ons that only repeated back the 

interviewer’s words without an overt ques(on. In Project A they were ignored, in Projects C and E 

they were included under Classically Clean while in Projects B and D they were allocated to their own 

category. For consistency, all these interven(ons have been included in the Classically Clean category.  

I: So when it was really produc(ve, how are you deciding 
how produc(ve it was? 

Mildly Leading:  
The ques(on leads by presupposing the 
interviewee is ‘deciding’ how produc(ve it 
was. We can assume she is going through 
some process but we do not know if the 
interviewee calls it ‘deciding’. However, the 
interviewee answers with her own metaphors 
for her internal process: ‘tools that I used to 
assess’ and ‘lights go off’. (A cleaner ques(on 
would have been: And how do you know it was 
really produc(ve?)

A: Um, I guess the tools that I used to assess that is: did 
the lights go off ...

Cleanness Ra(ngs from 19 interviews

Project:

A B C D E Total
Av per 

interviewFre
q.

%
Fre
q.

%
Fre
q.

%
Fre
q.

%
Fre
q.

%
Fre
q.

%

No. of interviews 6 6 2 3 2 19

No. of interviewers 1 1 2 1 1 6

Classically Clean 214 88% 79 28% 122 82% 239 74% 21 50% 675 65% 36

Contextually Clean 26 11% 149 52% 20 13% 47 14% 15 36% 257 25% 14

Mildly Leading 1 0% 46 16% 6 4% 34 10% 6 13% 93 9% 5

Strongly leading 1 0% 12 4% 1 1% 5 2% 1 1% 20 2% 1
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Table 4: Cleanness Ra(ngs from 19 interviews (may not sum to totals because of rounding). 

Of the 19 interviews, we had access to the individual rater’s evalua(ons in 10 interviews rated by 

2 or 3 raters. In total 12 raters evaluated  630 ques(ons. The degree to which different raters assign 

consistent ra(ngs can be used as a measure of the reliability of the data and to indicate the clarity of 

an instrument’s dis(nc(ons (Armstrong et al., 1997). To determine the inter-rater reliability we used 

a number of sta(s(cs: a basic measure of Rater Agreement; a Weighted Cohen's kappa for two 

raters (Landis and Koch, 1977); a Weighted Conger's kappa  for more than two raters (Gwet, 

2014); and an Intraclass Correla(on coefficient (Koo & Li, 2016). The results were generated using 

the freely available sosware R (R Core team, 2013) and package "rel" (Mar(re, 2017). 

6 Results 

In the 19 interviews a total of 1,045 interviewer ques(ons and statements were assessed. 65% of 

these were determined to be Classically Clean, 25% Contextually Clean, 9% Mildly Leading and 2% 

Strongly Leading (rounding to the nearest whole number). The clean/leading ra(o showed some 

varia(on between projects, ranging from 80/20 to 99/1 with a mean of 89/11. The propor(on of 

Mildly Leading interven(ons ranged from less than 1% to 16%, averaging five per interview. Most 

importantly, the mean number of Strongly Leading examples was one per interview. 

The inter-rater reliability results of the basic Rater Agreement and the Weighted Cohen's/

Conger’s kappa calcula(on are shown in Table 5. The percentage of rater agreement ranged from 

50 to 88% for the former test and between 0.50 (a ‘moderate’ level of reliability using the Landis 

& Koch kappa Benchmark Scale, 1997) and 0.90 (‘almost perfect’) in the laler tests. 

TOTALS 242
100
%

286
100
%

149
100
%

325
100
%

43
100
%

1,0
45

100
%

55

Clean
99
%

80
%

95
%

88
%

86
%

89
%

Leading 1%
20
%

5%
12
%

14
%

11
%
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Table 5: Frequencies and reliability sta(s(cs for interviews  

The Cohen's kappa can be misrepresented (Di Eugenio & Glass, 2004). For this reason, the Intraclass 

Correla(on Coefficient (ICC) was calculated. Table 6 shows an average ICC value of 0.72; ranging from 

0.48 for one trio of raters (‘poor reliability’ on Koo & Li’s scale, 2016), to between 0.62 (‘moderate’) 

and 0.94 (‘excellent’) for all the others.  

Frequencies and Reliability Statistics for Interviews

Interviews
Interviewer / 
Interviewee *

Number of 
questions Marks of Raters

Rater 
agreement (%)

Weighted 
Cohen’s / 
Conger’s 

kappa

1 Carl / Mary 42 A,B,C 74 0.74

2 Carl / Glen 60 D,E,F 50 0.51

3 Carl / Julie 58 G,H 62 0.54

4 Carl / Fred 55 I,J,G 75 0.71

5 Carl / Kelly 38 E,G 68 0.62

6 Carl / Grace 53 I,J,G 74 0.75

7 Peter / Charles 69 K,L 83 0.62

8 John / Emma 51 K,L 88 0.54

9 Blanca / Emma 118 K,L 84 0.64

10 Kate / Francis 86 K,L 88 0.90

Total and 
average 5 / 9 630 12 76 0.66

* Pseudonyms

Advanced Reliability Statistics for Interviews

Interviews
ICC* - 95% CI

Estimate Lower CI Upper CI

Interview 1 ABC 0.87 0.79 0.92

Interview 2 DEF 0.48 0.32 0.63

Interview 3 GH 0.64 0.46 0.77

Interview 4 IJG 0.83 0.75 0.89

Interview 5 EG 0.68 0.46 0.82

Interview 6 IJG 0.84 0.76 0.90
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Table 6: Advanced reliability sta(s(cs for interviews (Intraclass Correla(on Coefficient). 

Overall, in our view the sta(s(cal analysis demonstrates substan(al agreement among raters and are 

comparable with the results obtained for DES by Hulburt and Heavey (2002). 

7 Discussion 

Given the claim that second-person interviews can produce authen(c first-person accounts, it is 

incumbent on researchers to ‘demonstrate the quality of their work in ways that are commensurate 

with their assump(ons about their use of interviews’ (Roulston, 2010, p. 199). Interview fidelity 

instruments have been developed in the health field (Aggarwal et al., 2014) however, as far as we are 

aware, the Cleanness Ra(ng is the first instrument of its kind to alempt to systema(cally validate 

adherence to method of phenomenological-type interviewers. For this reason, the results presented 

here can be used as a benchmark for future researchers.  

Our analysis of the 19 interviews shows that while it is rare for an interviewer to remain 100% clean 

throughout an en(re interview, it is quite possible for well-trained interviewers to adhere to CLI 

principles 90% of the (me. Of the remaining 10%, interviewers can aim to keep their strongly leading 

ques(ons to no more than one in fisy interven(ons. Responses to leading ques(ons can be removed 

from further analysis if the interviewee data is deemed to ‘misconstrue their experience’ (Froese et 

al., 2011, p. 47). 

Nehyba and Svojanovský (2017) compared the cleanness ra(ng of four interviewers; two had gone 

through an intensive three-day training course and two had alended only a four-hour workshop in 

the CLI method. Their results showed that the beler-trained interviewers achieved ra(ngs of 92% and 

96% in the combined Classically and Contextually Clean categories, while the two less-trained 

interviewers scored 34% and 64%. The difference in competency between well-trained and less-well-

trained interviewers is consistent with Fowler and Mangione (1990) who found that at least five days 

of training was required for trainee interviewers to obtain mastery over the ques(ons they asked.  

Interview 7 KL 0.67 0.51 0.78

Interview 8 KL 0.63 0.44 0.77

Interview 9 KL 0.62 0.49 0.72

Interview 10 KL 0.94 0.91 0.96

Average 0.72 0.59 0.82

* Type of ICC: Model – Two-Way Mixed-Effects; Type – Mean of two 
raters; Definition – Absolute agreement.
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It appears that, as well as an evalua(on instrument, receiving feedback by ra(ng the cleanness of 

interviews is a way for researchers to become systema(cally sensi(sed (Einklammerung) to their own 

assump(ons, models and metaphors. 

The findings of Nehyba and Svojanovský (2017) may be small scale but they match the authors’ 

experience that it is much harder than it appears to consistently ask content-empty ques(ons. A 

systema(c analysis has yet to be conducted, but the numerous examples of leading ques(ons in 

model transcripts provided in academic text books and methodological ar(cles suggest that even 

experienced interviewers are unaware of how osen their ques(ons introduce concepts, metaphors 

and presupposi(ons that do not originate with the interviewee. Further research is required to test 

the authors’ hypothesis that interviewers trained in CLI can rou(nely achieve significantly higher 

content-empty ra(ngs than is achieved with other interview methodologies. 

7.1 LimitaBons 

Clean Language interviews can be effec(ve with a remarkably small number of ques(ons. For 

example, an analysis of 30 interviews of European leaders by Cairns-Lee (2017, p. 291) revealed that 

just four clean ques(ons comprised 69% of all ques(ons asked. This raises the issue of whether the 

precisely defined ques(ons of CLI unduly limit the phenomenological interviewer. On the one hand, 

the researcher needs to be free to use a variety of ques(ons in order to address the variability of 

experience, but on the other hand Stravinsky says, ‘My freedom will be so much the greater and more 

meaningful the more narrowly I limit my field of ac(on’ (Stravinsky & Dahl, 1970, p. 65). A 

compara(ve analysis could establish whether CLI has different characteris(cs from other interview 

methods. However, un(l there is an accepted method of measuring the quality of data obtained in an 

interview, it will not be possible to determine whether the restric(ons placed on a Clean Language 

interviewer produce beler results than more tradi(onal interview methods. 

Using a number of independent qualita(ve research projects to analyse the consistency of the 

Cleanness Ra(ng has its limita(ons. Pooling research data is reliant on the quality of the original 

studies and the heterogeneity between studies (Ioannidis & Lau, 1999). The research projects quoted 

in this paper were conducted in four countries and inevitably there will have been some variability of 

interpreta(on of the categories among the raters. However, the five studies were chosen because 

they had all been peer-reviewed and published in one form or another. Clearly a larger pool of results 

and a more rigorous meta-analysis would provide a greater confidence in the conclusions. 
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8 Conclusion 

The content-empty perspec(ve forms an important feature of the second-person interview. By 

enhancing interviewers’ ability to apply content-empty theory in prac(ce, we can expect authen(c 

first-person experience to be captured more comprehensively. Clean Language Interviewing is a 

par(cularly rigorous method requiring the interviewer to consistently and systema(cally u(lise clean 

or content-empty ques(ons during a phenomenological interview. CLI adds value to consciousness 

science through its: specific ques(ons; minimising the I-ness of the interviewer; unique way of 

preserving the interviewee’s first-person perspec(ve by facilita(ng them to self-model; and means of 

maintaining consistency across interviews and interviewers without restric(ng the explora(on of the 

topic to a fixed format. These features can support the furtherance of second-person psycho-

phenomenological research and are in line with Gallagher and Zahavi’s (2008) asser(on that the goal 

of the phenomenological method is to achieve an objec(ve procedure for the research of subjec(ve 

experience. 

Although a number of interview methods have been developed to facilitate first-person descrip(ons, 

few have third-person approaches for valida(ng the degree of adherence to the method. This paper 

introduces a systema(c way of evalua(ng interviews by ra(ng cleanness and leading-ness. The 

evalua(on of 19 interviews confirmed that cleanness ra(ngs of 90% can be consistently achieved by 

well-trained interviewers who can also restrict strongly leading ques(ons to one per interview. These 

results provide a benchmark for researchers who choose to validate their interviews with the 

Cleanness Ra(ng. Furthermore, the inter-rater reliability results lend credence to the claim that the 

Cleanness Ra(ng has taken a step towards ‘a method of measuring and calibra(ng the level of skill of 

interviewers and interviewees in genera(ng faithful reports of their experience’ (Froese et al., 2011, p. 

59). The widely varying ability of less well-trained interviewers confirms previous asser(ons that 

second-person interviewers require extensive training if they are to ask non-leading or clean 

ques(ons consistently. The Cleanness Ra(ng presented here offers researchers themselves, and 

readers of their ar(cles, a degree of confidence that second-person interviews conform to content-

empty principles. 
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